
9th Grade Protagonist Journey  

CHARACTERS: John Stamos, Ashley Johnson, Stranger in a 

Trenchcoat, Amy Schuster, & Stranger who gives directions 

SETTING: London SW (near Chelsea) 

PROTAGOINIST JOURNEY: “Man in the Hole”  

SYNOPSIS (STORY IDEA): John was eating lunch when a tall 

stranger in a trench coat arrives at his table and delivers John 

a briefcase. He tells him you know what to do and vanishes 

into the crowd. John has absolutely no idea what to do but 

eventually everything comes to fruition.  

An “Inconvenient” Briefcase  
By: Pascual David De Juan 

The sun stroke rays of sunshine and uncertainty upon the outdoor table of Medlar 

Restaurant. John considered himself to be a sceptic whenever he thinking about the weather. On a 

sunny day he would often say to himself, “this won’t last for long”. Whilst on a cloudy and rainy day, 

he would often think that this would last all week. Despite being cynical about the weather, John 

was a nostalgic individual. Every action of his life was a repetition of a previous action that he 

received joy from. He considered his life cyclical to be transparent with predictable outcomes. It was 

simple, just the way he liked it. For 2 years, he consistently had eaten at Medlar every Sunday. But it 

wasn’t the food why he went there every Sunday. He ate there because it was a constant reminder 

of what his life was like with Ashley.  

 Ashley was the last girlfriend of John. She had a rich shade of gold in her hair, like a 

blossoming flower, it flowed in waves that adorned her glowing porcelain-like skin. For John, she 

seemed the picture of perfection. Whenever she smiled, the world would sigh beneath her feet. 

When she laughed, she would let out miniature giggles that resembled a teenage girl. John 

considered himself the luckiest man in the world when he dated her. But that was all in the past. It 

was for that reason that he decided to continue to eat at Medlar every Sunday to reflect on the joy 

that Ashley would give him at the same table, at the same time, with the same meal. He was a lonely 

man that hadn’t dated for 2 years, worked a dull job as an Insurance Specialist, and found little 

excitement in his life.  

 As the rays of sunshine hit John in the face upon his routinely reflections of Ashley on a 

Sunday. He would soon experience a situation that would make his life difficult and troublesome. 

The waiter had just taken his order. Despite feeling no need to take John’s order, he had seen him in 

the restaurant every Sunday. John being the simple man that he is, ordered the Eggs Benedict. It was 

Ashley’s favourite and now John’s favourite. As the warm plate arrived at the table, John began to 

indulge in his Salmon when all of a sudden a man wearing a trench coat sat with him at the table.   

“Are you John Stamos?” inquired the stranger. 

 John replied, “I am John Stamos, but I don’t know you and you are currently sitting in a friend’s 

seat.” 

 John had no intention of speaking to this stranger. He considered strangers a risk towards 

his livelihood. He knew very well that there was something off putting about him. For one, he had 



never seen him before, there was a splinter of deception within his eyes that made John see him as 

untrustworthy. He lied about the seat being saved for a friend as he had no intention of talking to 

this stranger. He found the stranger to be an odd person especially since he was wearing a trench 

coat on a hot day in the London season of Spring. Something did not seem right to John, he was 

extremely confused about what was happening on his special day at Medlar restaurant.  

“I was told I could find you here on Sunday’s at 11am,” said the stranger. 

“Sorry but I don’t know you and you are sitting in the seat of my friend,” lied John. 

“I know you are John Stamos because you always order Eggs Benedict at 11am at Medlar Restaurant 

every Sunday” 

“Listen I don’t know who you are or how you know me, but I think you should leave.” remarked John 

as he took a large bite of salmon. 

“Don’t worry John, I am just the messenger. I was told to give this to you. Apparently you know what 

to do with it. Good Luck John.” The mysterious man slid a briefcase to John under the table and left 

the restaurant.  

 Who was that man? John had never seen him before and what was in the briefcase. The 

whole situation was far to bizarre for John to comprehend. Why did he wish him good luck? He 

stared at the man and tried to shout at him quietly as he began to leave the restaurant.  

 John had thrown down £20 on the table, even though he it only cost him £13.50. He was 

determined to return the briefcase to the stranger in the trench coat. He quickly got out of his seat 

and tried to chase the man out of the door. By the time he got out of the restaurant, it was too late! 

He saw the stranger mount a motorbike and begin to race away on King’s Road in Chelsea. This was 

horrible, for 2 years John had a repetitive Sunday eating brunch and now he felt that his life was 

going to become even more complicated. John hated complicated, he viewed it as his kryptonite. 

Never, never, never, did John conform himself to complicated…..simple was the life journey of John 

and simple was how he liked it. 

 He glanced at the outer shell of the briefcase. John saw it’s black leather figure and squared 

corners. He figured it was worth several thousands. He felt that it would belong to someone who 

induces fear and terror in the corporate world. Being the young professional that he was, he rarely 

saw people carry briefcases on the tube. It was the 21st century, people took backpacks to work. 

NOT BRIEFCASES!! It was the contents inside that interested John the most. What could possibly be 

in the briefcase? Fearing what could be inside the briefcase, he rushed home to open it safely.  

 He quickly grabbed his keys from his pocket but fumbled them to the ground. Picking the 

keys up again with a nervous panic, he opened his door and ran towards his living room. He placed 

the briefcase on the table, with keen eye of suspicion and curiosity he stared at it for a second. He 

imagined all the potential possibilities of what could be in it. Money? Gold? Papers? Explosives? 

Weapons?  Food? Maybe nothing? Nonetheless, he was certain that trouble lurked inside of it. 

Never, never, never, did John conform himself to a world of possibilities…..simple was the life 

journey of John and simple was how he like it.  

 Carefully he opened the briefcase. To his surprise he found: an envelope, a stopwatch, 

£1,000 in a plastic bag, & a passport. One by one he carefully began to analyze the contents. The 

envelope was marked with a big red pen that read “Do NOT open for Amy Schuster’s eyes only”. He 

took out the £1,000 in a plastic bag and felt tempted to spend it. He observed the stopwatch and 



saw that it had been ticking down and read 5:42:03. Was this a deadline? Why was the clock ticking 

downwards? Now it read  5:39:52. John was fearful, what happened if the clock got to 0? 

 Fearfully, he jumped to his feet and ran towards the kitchen to pour himself a glass of water. 

He took a couple deep breaths and closed his eyes hoping this situation would go away. Upon 

opening them, the briefcase was still there sitting on the clean mahogany table. Why him? He 

thought to himself. Why him? He couldn’t imagine the possible disaster if the stopwatch arrived at 0. 

Why him? He was never responsible for anything except for himself. He attempted to answer his 

final question. Why him?  

 He returned to the living room to observe the passport. It had Amy Schuster’s name on it. 

Who was Amy Schuster and why did he have £1,000 of hers with an envelope saying “Amy 

Schuster’s eyes only”. He had seen envelopes like this before on the television and withing the 

crime/spy genre. But never had he seen it in real life. Maybe he was supposed to take this briefcase 

to Amy Shuster, but why did he have to do it? Why couldn’t it be someone that knew Amy to deliver 

this briefcase. He tried to breath normally but as he glanced at the stopwatch it gave him a 

heightened sense of fear that something bad might happen if he didn’t deliver the briefcase in time.  

 “OK…It is game time.” John said to himself. He was determined to get this briefcase out of 

his life. He thought and reflected if he had ever heard the name Amy Schuster in his life but kept on 

drawing blanks with no knowledge of who it was. He went onto Facebook to see if he could find her. 

134+ Amy Schuster’s in London the Facebook page told him. Great! Now he had to search for the 

Amy Schuster that looked the same in the passport picture. He scrolled through the images and 

located two potential candidates. One lived in Parson Green, not too far from him. The other lived in 

Wimbledon which was 2 hours on the tube. He placed everything back into the briefcase and 

prepared for his journey. His legs were shivering with uncertainty, he was scared. 

 John mustered up the strength to walk to Parsons Green with the briefcase to try and locate 

Amy Schuster. He knew what she looked like, but not where she lived. So he thought he would talk 

to the people in the area to gather his bearings on her location. He hated talking to strangers. It was 

one of John’s greatest fears. He never wanted to talk to strangers, he found them distrustful and 

manipulative. But he knew it was his only option to get rid of the briefcase. He talked to eleven 

strangers and none of them knew who Amy Schuster was or where she lived. Finally, he found 

someone who did.  

“Ohhh, Amy. I know where she lives. She lives on Bradbourne Street with 2 other roommates” 

informed the stranger to John.  

“Oh my goodness, thank you so much. Where is Bradbourne Street?” asked John.  

“It is 3 blocks then take a left.” Instructed the stranger 

“Thank you so much! You are a life-saver” 

“No problem, just glad I could help.”  

 John sped away from the stranger, hoping not to talk to him again. He raced down 

Bradbourne street and finally arrived at the house. He paused for a second, needing to regain his 

strength to face this person. He was about to meet Amy Schuster, the women who had ruined his 

entire Sunday. He wanted to be calm but inquisitive towards her, to find out why this women would 

make John do something so unnecessary in his life. He rang the doorbell and combed his hair. But, 

John was astonished when the door opened for him.  



“Oh Johnny!!! You completed the challenge and you did it with more than 3 hours to spare,” said 

Ashley in a jokingly manner.  

 ASHLEY? WHAT WAS ASHLEY DOING HERE? WHY WAS ASHLEY IN AMY SCHUSTER’S HOUSE? 

COULD THIS BE THE ROOMMATE THE STRANGER HAD MENTIONED TO HIM? WHY WAS ASHLEY 

HERE? WAS THIS SOME EVIL REVENGE PLAN OF HERS? WHY WAS ASHLEY HERE? John repeated that 

question over and over in his head until he found the courage to ask Ashley.  

“Sorry Ashley, I must have confused houses. Is this Amy Schuster’s house?” asked John. 

“Yes it is actually. I am a roommate of hers as well as Tony.”  

“Sorry I don’t know who Tony is.” 

“Of course you know Tony. He gave you the briefcase this morning,” replied Ashley. 

“So let me understands this straight. You gave me a briefcase and challenged me to find the owner. 

Why would you do something so cynical and disastrous for me. I was nice and kind to you in our 

relationship,” remarked John. 

“Yes, you were nice and kind Johnny. But you were also simple. You never wanted to try new things 

in our relationship and even after 2 years. I still can’t eat my brunch at Medlar on Sunday’s because 

you are ALWAYS there. I just want to eat there once on a Sunday. But you and your silly repetitive 

life cycle prevent me from doing so,” lectured Ashley.  

“But I still don’t understand, why did you give me the briefcase?” asked John in an interrogative 

manner.  

“Well John, I thought you needed some excitement in your life. You never try to have fun or 

accomplish things. You just want everything to be the same. You just want to have a static life that  

repeats itself over and over again. So I thought you could benefit in your life with a little adventure. 

Look, I know that it was mean but I do believe it was for your best.” 

“FOR MY BEST?!?” shouted John angrily.  

“Yes, this was the first Sunday that you did something new and I am sure that you have adrenaline 

and feel alive now from trying to deliver this briefcase to Ashley. Don’t you feel that excitement. 

Didn’t today’s adventure give you a heartbeat? That’s why I left you John, you never wanted any 

excitement. Most Sunday’s, I would see you eat at Medlar on your own and wanted you to 

experience at least one adventure in your life. Even if it meant scaring you.”  

“Look I am sorry that I enjoyed the simple life with you. But you have demonstrated something very 

valuable to me today and I shall reflect upon it this tonight. Here is the briefcase, Ashley. Have a 

good rest of the day and thank you for your words of wisdom,” concluded John.  

“Ohhh you can keep the briefcase, there is nothing in the envelope and the passport of Amy’s is 

already expired.”  

“But there is also £1,000 in the briefcase,” mentioned John.  

“Oh yeah that’s fake money it’s not even real. The only things that were real were the stopwatch 

and the briefcase. It belonged to my father and he wanted you to have it back when we were 

dating.”  

“umm okay,” john said confusingly.  



 John picked up the briefcase and returned home. The sun was setting and no longer were 

the rays of uncertainty falling upon him anymore. He reflected on his day as he looked out at the 

River Thames reminiscing the wise words of Ashley in the beauty of her aura. Did today, make John 

feel alive? Was the delivery of the briefcase necessary? Did he want a better life? These were the 

questions that had yet to answer for himself, he watched the sunset for the first time in years and 

imagined his possible future. Who would John Stamos be tomorrow? Who would he be next week? 

Who would he be next Month? All he knew for certain was that the John Stamos of the past had 

died and new version of himself was born. A John Stamos that was prepared to take the world on, 

one punch at a time. 

 

THE END 


